PRIVACY POLICY
I. Name and address of the person responsible
The person responsible within the meaning of the Basic Data Protection Regulation and other
national data protection laws of the member states as well as other provisions of data protection
law is the Data Protection Officer:
Cortrium ApS - German Branch Office
V.d.d. Managing Director Jacob Erik Nielsen
Leipziger Platz 3
10117 Berlin
Tel: +49 (0) 172 731 0139
E-Mail: info@cortrium.com
www.cortrium.com
II. General information on data processing
Unless stated otherwise below, the provision of your personal data is neither legally nor
contractually obligatory, nor required for conclusion of a contract. You are not obliged to
provide your data. Not providing it will have no consequences. This only applies as long as the
processing procedures below do not state otherwise. “Personal data” is any information
relating to an identified or identifiable natural person.
1.Server log files
You can use our websites without submitting personal data.
Every time our website is accessed, user data is transferred to us or our web hosts/IT service
providers by your internet browser and stored in server log files. This stored data includes for
example the name of the site called up, date and time of the request, the IP address, amount
of data transferred and the provider making the request. The processing is carried out on the
basis of Article 6(1) f) GDPR due to our legitimate interests in ensuring the smooth operation of
our website as well as improving our services.
2. The purpose of the processing of personal data
2.1 Customer account
When you open a customer account, we will collect your personal data in the scope given
there. The data processing is for the purpose of improving your shopping experience and
simplifying order processing. The processing will be carried out on the basis of art. 6 (1) lit. a
GDPR with your consent. You can withdraw your consent at any time by contacting us without
affecting the legality of the processing carried out with your consent up to the withdrawal. Your
customer account will then be deleted.
Collection, processing, and transfer of personal data in orders
When you submit an order we only collect and use your personal data insofar as this is
necessary for the fulfilment and handling of your order as well as processing of your queries.
The provision of data is necessary for conclusion of a contract. Failure to provide it will prevent
the conclusion of any contract. The processing will occur on the basis of Article 6(1) b) GDPR
and is required for the fulfilment of a contract with you.
Your data is transferred here for example to the shipping companies and dropshipping
providers, payment service providers, service providers for handling the order and IT service
providers that you have selected. We will comply strictly with legal requirements in every case.
The scope of data transmission is restricted to a minimum.
2.2 Newsletter
Collection and processing when using the contact form
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When you use the contact form we will only collect your personal data (name, email address,
message text) in the scope provided by you. The data processing is for the purpose of making
contact. By submitting your message you agree to the processing of your transmitted data.
Processing will be carried out on the basis of art. 6 (1) lit. a GDPR with your consent.You can
withdraw your consent at any time by contacting us without affecting the legality of the
processing carried out with your consent up to the withdrawal. We will only use your email
address to process your request. Finally your data will be deleted, unless you have agreed to
further processing and use.
Use of your email address for mailing of newsletters
We use your email address outside of contractual processing exclusively to send you a
newsletter for our own marketing purposes, if you have explicitly agreed to this. The
processing will be carried out on the basis of art. 6 (1) lit. a GDPR with your consent. You can
withdraw your consent at any time without affecting the legality of the processing carried out
with your consent up to the withdrawal. You can unsubscribe from the newsletter at any time
using the relevant link in the newsletter or by contacting us. Your email address will then be
removed from the distributor.
Your data will be forwarded to a service provider for email marketing in the course of order
processing. It will not be forwarded to other third parties.
2.3 Merchandise management
Forwarding of your email address to shipping companies for information on shipping
status
We forward your email address to the shipping company in the course of contractual
processing, if you have explicitly agreed to this in the order process. The forwarding is for the
purpose of informing you by email on the shipping status of your order. The processing will be
carried out on the basis of art. 6 (1) lit. a GDPR with your consent. You can withdraw your
consent at any time by contacting us or the transport company without affecting the legality of
the processing carried out with your consent up to the withdrawal.
Use of a merchandise management system
We use a merchandise management system in the course of order processing for the purposes
of contractual processin
3. Content customer file / register
Cortrium's customer file may contain the following types of personal information about current
and prospective customers and customer organizations.
Title
First name / Surname
Email (up to three different, on demand)
Telephone number
Job title
Practice name / Clinic
Address of the practice / clinic
Permission or prohibition of direct marketing
IP address
Order history
Cookie information
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Other personal data collected with the consent of the data subject.
Other personal information may be collected directly or through Cortrium's website with the
consent of the individual concerned. Information collected through Cortrium's Web site may
include the individual's response to Cortrium's marketing communications or actions on
Cortrium Web sites. For example, actions taken on the Cortrium Web site may include
information about downloading files or completing forms.
4. Multiple sources of personal data
Personal information may be collected when current or potential customers are contacted
during various events or meetings. Personal information may also be collected through
Cortrium's Web site and other digital marketing communications. Cortrium may also collect
personal information, such as when you download a document or complete a form on our Web
site.
5. Storage time of personal data
After contractual processing has been completed, the data is initially stored for the duration of
the warranty period, then in accordance with the retention periods prescribed by law,
especially tax and commercial law, and then deleted after the period has elapsed, unless you
have agreed to further processing and use.
Cortrium will make all reasonable efforts in connection with such rectification without undue
delay. Cortrium will evaluate the legal basis of the personal data at least every two (2) years.
6. Disclosure of personal data
Cortrium may share personal information within the company in accordance with applicable
law. Personal data may also be transferred in accordance with applicable law if Cortrium
uses cooperation partners or service providers for data processing or if the transfer of personal
data is necessary for the purpose of fulfilling an order in the sense of a sales partnership.
In order to fulfil your order to provide an offer for a requested device or service, we may
forward the personal data you have entered to service providers or dealers who are active in
your region.
Following the forwarding, specialist companies and/or dealers will contact you by e-mail and/or
telephone in order to prepare an offer.
The personal data can also be passed on to authorities in legal cases.
7. Transmission of personal data
Cortrium may transfer personal information outside the EU or EEA within the Company within
the limits of applicable law. Personal data may also be transferred by Cortrium outside the EU
or the EEA within the framework of applicable law if cooperation partners are used for data
processing.
8. The protection of personal data
Cortrium reserves the right to store personal data manually and digitally. Manual personal data
is stored in a locked place. Manual and digital data can only be accessed within the
organization by the appropriate employees who process the personal data in the course of
their work. The digital personal data stored in the systems are technically protected by
modern protective measures.
Cortrium has taken appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect personal data
from accidental or unlawful loss, delivery, misuse, alteration, destruction or unauthorized
access. The employees of Cortrium are obliged to treat the personal data received during the
processing of personal data confidentially.
9. Rights of the affected person
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If the legal requirements are fulfilled, you have the following rights according to art. 15 to 20
GDPR: Right to information, correction, deletion, restriction of processing, data portability. You
also have a right of objection against processing based on art. 6 (1) GDPR, and to processing
for the purposes of direct marketing, according to art. 21 (1) GDPR.
Requests relating to the rights of the data subject should be sent to the following e-mail address:
info@cortrium.com
Please contact us in writing at the following e-mail address if you have any questions regarding
the deletion or modification of the stored data: info@cortrium.com
You can contact our data protection officers directly at: jacob.nielsen@cortrium.com
10. Right to object
If the data processing outlined here is based on our legitimate interests in accordance with
Article 6(1)f) GDPR, you have the right for reasons arising from your particular situation to
object at any time to the processing of your data with future effect. If the objection is
successful, we will no longer process the personal data, unless we can demonstrate
compelling legitimate grounds for the processing that outweigh your interests or rights and
freedoms, or the processing is intended for the assertion, exercise or defence of legal claims.
If personal data is being processed for the purposes of direct advertising, you can object to
this at any time by notifying us. If the objection is successful, we will no longer process the
personal data for the purposes of direct advertising.
11. Right to complain to the regulatory authority
You have the right to complain to the regulatory authority according to art. 77 GDPR if you
believe that your data is not being processed legally.

The supervisory authority to which the complaint was submitted informs the complainant of the
status and outcome of the complaint, including the possibility of a judicial remedy under Article
78 GDPR.

Requests relating to the rights of the data subject should be sent via the contact form on our
website.
12. Security
Cortrium wants to keep your data safe. That's why Cortrium uses two-factor authentication, file
encryption, and alerts when new devices and applications are associated with your account.
Cortrium uses automated technology to detect abusive behavior and content that could harm
our services, you, or other users.
13. Changes to this Privacy policy
Cortrium reserves the right to make changes to this privacy statement.

III COOCKIES
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Our website uses cookies. Cookies are small text files which are saved in a user’s internet
browser or by the user’s internet browser on their computer system. When a user calls up a
website, a cookie may be saved on the user’s operating system. This cookie contains a
characteristic character string which allows the browser to be clearly identified when the
website is called up again.
Cookies will be stored on your computer. You therefore have full control over the use of
cookies. By choosing corresponding technical settings in your internet browser, you can be
notified before the setting of cookies and you can decide whether to accept this setting in each
individual case as well as prevent the storage of cookies and transmission of the data they
contain. Cookies which have already been saved may be deleted at any time. We would,
however, like to point out that this may prevent you from making full use of all the functions of
this
website.
Using the links below, you can find out how to manage cookies (or deactivate them, among
other things) in major browsers:
Chrome Browser: https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/61416?hl=en
Internet Explorer: https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/help/17442/windows-internet-explorer-delete-managecookies

Mozilla Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/enable-and-disable-cookies-website-preferences
Safari: https://support.apple.com/de-de/guide/safari/manage-cookies-and-website-data-sfri11471/mac
3.1 Technically necessary cookies
Insofar as no other information is given in the data protection declaration below we use only
these technically necessary cookies cookies to make our offering more user-friendly, effective
and secure. Cookies also allow our systems to recognise your browser after a page change
and to offer you services. Some functions of our website cannot be offered without the use of
cookies. These services require the browser to be recognised again after a page change.
Processing is carried out on the basis of art. 6 (1) lit. f GDPR due to our largely justified interest
in ensuring the optimal functionality of the website as well as a user-friendly and effective
design of our range of services.
You have the right to veto this processing of your personal data according to art. 6 (1) lit.
f GDPR, for reasons relating to your personal situation.
3.2 Cookies to collect general information about the use of the website
These cookies measure, for example, when and which pages users visit, how many people they
visit, and whether these visitors are new or returning visitors to the site. Cookies are also used
in connection with the performance and functionality of the website. No cookies are used to
identify the visitor or to address visitors with online advertising. Without these cookies, Cortrium
cannot monitor the performance of the website and online services and use this information to
make relevant improvements to improve the browsing experience.

3.3 Embedded content from other websites
Articles on this website may contain embedded content (e.g. videos, images, articles, etc.). The
same applies to embedded content from other websites as if the visitor had visited this website
himself.
These sites may collect information about you, use cookies, embed additional tracking by third
parties, and monitor your interaction with that embedded content, including tracking your interaction with that embedded content when you have an account and are logged on to that site.
3.4 Marketing related cookies
Marketing related cookies are used to collect information about visitors' responses to Cortrium
and Pfizer Pharma GmbH marketing communications and promotions on Cortrium's website.
These cookies can track visitors' browsing habits, downloaded documents or completed forms.
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These cookies are used to improve our marketing communications and customer relationships,
to provide more relevant and diverse marketing communications, and to profile the users of our
website. Marketing related cookies will not be used without the consent of the user.
IV Analytics
4.1 Use of Hotjar
Cortrium uses Hotjar in order to better understand our users’ needs and to optimize this service
and experience. Hotjar is a technology service that helps Cortrium to better understand our
users’ experience (e.g. how much time they spend on which pages, which links they choose to
click, what users do and do not like, etc.) and this enables us to build and maintain our service
with user feedback. Hotjar uses cookies and other technologies to collect data on our users’
behavior and their devices (in particular the device’s IP address (captured and stored only in
anonymized form), device screen size, device type (unique device identifiers), browser
information, geographic location (country only), preferred language used to display our website).
Hotjar stores this information in a pseudonymized user profile. Neither Hotjar nor Cortrium will
ever use this information to identify individual users or to match it with additional data on an
individual user. For further details, please see Hotjar’s privacy policy by clicking on this link.
You can opt-out the creation of a user profile, Hotjar’s storing of data about your usage of our
website and Hotjar’s use of tracking cookies on other websites by following this opt-out link.
4.2 Use of Google Analytics
Our website uses the web analysis service Google Analytics from Google LLC. (1600
Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA; "Google"). If you are ordinarily
resident in the European Economic Area or Switzerland, Google Ireland Limited (Gordon
House, Barrow Street, Dublin 4, Ireland) is the controller responsible for your data. Google
Ireland Limited is therefore the company affiliated with Google
responsible for processing your data and for compliance with the applicable data protection
legislation. The processing of data serves to analyse this website and its visitors and for
marketing and advertising purposes.
Google will use this information on behalf of the operator of this website to evaluate your use
of the website, to compile reports on website activity and to provide other services to the
website operator relating to website and internet use. In this process the following information,
inter alia, can be collected: IP address, date and time of the website access, click path,
information on the browser and the device you are using, the pages visited, referrer URL
(website via which you accessed our website), location data, purchasing activities. The IP
address
transmitted from your browser within the scope of Google Analytics is not associated with any
other data held by Google.
Google Analytics uses technology such as cookies, web storage in the browser and tracking
pixels which enable an analysis of your use of the website. The information generated by these
regarding your use of this website is usually transferred to a Google server in the USA and
stored there. IP anonymisation is activated on this website. Google uses this to shorten your IP
address beforehand within Member States of the European Union or in other signatories to the
Agreement on the European Economic Area. Only in exceptional cases will the full IP address
be transferred to a Google server in the USA and shortened there.
In accordance with the US-EU Data Protection Agreement, Google has become subject to the
"Privacy Shield" and is therefore obliged to observe European data protection laws.
The data processing, particularly the placing of cookies, is carried out with your consent on the
basis of Article 6(1)(a) GDPR. You can withdraw your consent at any time without affecting the
legality of the processing carried out with your consent up to the withdrawal. You can find
more detailed information on the terms and conditions of use and data protection at
https://www.google.com/analytics/terms/de.html
and/or at https://www.google.de/intl/de/policies/ and at https://policies.google.com/technologies/cookies?hl=de.

4.3 Use of Google Ads conversion tracking
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Our website uses the online marketing program "Google Ads", including conversion tracking
(evaluation of user actions). Google conversion tracking is a service operated by Google LLC
(1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA; "Google"). If you are ordinarily
resident in the European Economic Area or Switzerland, Google Ireland Limited (Gordon
House, Barrow Street, Dublin 4, Ireland) is the controller responsible for your data. Google
Ireland Limited is therefore the company affiliated with Google responsible for processing your
data and for compliance with the applicable data protection legislation.
If you click on adverts placed by Google, a cookie is placed on your computer for conversion
tracking. These cookies have limited validity, do not contain any personal data and thus cannot
be used for personal identification. If you visit certain pages on our website and the cookie has
not yet expired, we and Google can recognise that you have clicked on the advert and were
forwarded to this page. Every Google Ads customer receives a different cookie. It is therefore
not possible to track cookies relating to the websites of Ads customers.
The information collected using the conversion cookie serves the purpose of producing
conversion statistics. This allows us to find out the total number of users who have clicked on
our adverts and were forwarded to a page equipped with a conversion tracking tag. However,
they do not receive any information with which could be used to personally identify users.
Your data may be transmitted to the USA. In accordance with the US-EU Data Protection
Agreement, Google has become subject to the "Privacy Shield" and is therefore obliged to
observe European data protection laws.
The data processing, particularly the placing of cookies, is carried out with your consent on the
basis of Article 6(1)(a) GDPR. You can withdraw your consent at any time without affecting the
legality of the processing carried out with your consent up to the withdrawal.
You will find more information as well as Google’s data privacy policy at:
https://www.google.com/policies/privacy/

4.4 Use of the remarketing or "similar target groups" function by Google Inc.
Our website uses the remarketing or "similar target groups" function by Google LLC (1600
Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA; "Google"). If you are ordinarily
resident in the European Economic Area or Switzerland, Google Ireland Limited (Gordon
House, Barrow Street, Dublin 4, Ireland) is the controller responsible for your data. Google
Ireland Limited is therefore the company affiliated with Google responsible for
processing your data and for compliance with the applicable data protection legislation. This
application serves to analyse visitor behaviour and visitor interests. Google uses cookies to
analyse website use, forming the basis for producing interest-related adverts. Cookies allow for
the recording of website visits as well as anonymised data on the use of the website. The
personal data of website visitors is not saved. If you then visit another website in the Google
display network you will then be shown adverts which are more likely to take previous areas of
product and information interest into account.
Your data may be transmitted to the USA. In accordance with the US-EU Data Protection
Agreement, Google has become subject to the "Privacy Shield" and is therefore obliged to
observe European data protection laws.
The data processing, particularly the placing of cookies, is carried out with your consent on the
basis of Article 6(1)(a) GDPR. You can withdraw your consent at any time without affecting the
legality of the processing carried out with your consent up to the withdrawal.
You can find more detailed information on Google remarketing as well as the associated data
privacy policy at: https://www.google.com/privacy/ads/
You may opt-out of Google Analytics for Display Advertisers including AdWords and opt-out of
customized Google Display Network ads by visiting the Google Ads Preferences Manager. To
provide website visitors more choice on how their data is collected by Google Analytics, Google
has developed an Opt-out Browser add-on, which is available by visiting Google Analytics Optout Browser Add-on, to enable you to opt-out of Google’s programs.
For more information about how Google uses your information, please visit
https://policies.google.com/technologies/partner-sites
If you do not want Google Analytics to be used in your browser, you can opt-out at
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout
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V Plug-ins
5.1 Use of the Google Tag Manager
Our website uses the Google Tag Manager from Google LLC. (1600 Amphitheatre Parkway,
Mountain View, CA 94043, USA; "Google"). If you are ordinarily resident in the European
Economic Area or Switzerland, Google Ireland Limited (Gordon House, Barrow Street, Dublin 4,
Ireland) is the controller responsible for your data. Google Ireland Limited is therefore the
company affiliated with Google responsible for processing your data and for compliance with
the applicable data protection legislation. This application manages JavaScript tags and HTML
tags which are used in particular to implement tracking and analysis tools. The data processing
serves to facilitate the needs-based design and optimisation of our website. The Google Tag
Manager itself neither stores cookies nor processes personal data. It does, however, enable
the triggering of further tags which may collect and process personal data. You can find more
detailed information on the terms and conditions of use and data protection at
https://www.google.com/intl/de/tagmanager/use-policy.html.

5.2 Use of social plug-ins
Our website uses social network plug-ins. The integration of social plug-ins and the data
processing associated with this serves the purpose of optimising the advertising for our
products.
The integration of social plug-ins involves a connection between your computer and the
servers of the service provider of the social network which then instructs your web browser to
display the plug-in on that web page, provided you have expressly consented to this. In this
process, both your IP address as well as the information on which web pages you have visited
will be transmitted to the provider’s servers. This happens regardless of whether you are
registered with or logged into the social network. The information is transferred even if users
are not registered or logged in. Should you be connected simultaneously with one or more of
your social network accounts, the collected information may also be assigned to your
corresponding profiles. When using the plug-in functions (e.g. by pressing the appropriate
button), this information will also be assigned to your user account. You can therefore prevent
this assignment by logging yourself out before visiting our website and before activating the
button for your social media accounts. The processing is carried out on the basis of Article
6(1)(a) GDPR with your consent. You can withdraw your consent at any time without affecting
the legality of the processing carried out with your consent up to the withdrawal. The following
social networks are integrated in our website through social plug-ins. You can find more
detailed information on the scope and purpose of collection and use of the data and your
associated rights and options for protecting your privacy in the provider’s privacy policy via the
link.
LinkedIn by LinkedIn Corporation (2029 Stierlin Court, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA)
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy?trk=uno-reg-guest-home-privacy-policy

5.3 Use of Google reCAPTCHA
Our website uses the reCAPTCHA service by Google LLC (1600 Amphitheatre Parkway,
Mountain View, CA 94043, USA; “Google”). Google Ireland Limited (Gordon House, Barrow
Street, Dublin 4, Ireland) is the data controller responsible for your data if you have your
habitual residence in the European Economic Area or Switzerland. Google Ireland Limited is
therefore the company affiliated with Google which is responsible for processing your data and
for compliance with applicable data protection laws.
The request serves to distinguish whether the input was made by a human or automatic
machine processing. For this purpose your input will be transmitted to Google and used by
them further. In addition, the IP address and any other data required by Google for the
reCAPTCHA service will be transferred to Google. This data will be processed by Google within
the EU and potentially also in the USA.
Transmission of data to the USA is covered by an adequacy decision by the European
Commission, the “Privacy Shield”. Google participates in “Privacy Shield” and has submitted
to its requirements.
Processing is carried out on the basis of Article 6(1)f) GDPR due to our legitimate interest in
protecting our website from automated spying, misuse and SPAM. On grounds relating to
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your particular situation, you have the right to object at any time to this processing of
personal data concerning you and carried out in accordance with Article 6(1)(f) GDPR.
You can find more detailed information on Google reCAPTCHA and the associated data
protection declaration at: https://www.google.com/recaptcha/intro/android.html and
https://www.google.com/privacy.

5.4 Use of Google invisible reCAPTCHA
Our website uses the invisible reCAPTCHA service by Google Inc. (1600 Amphitheatre
Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA; "Google"). This serves to distinguish whether the
input was made by a human or automatic machine processing. In the background, Google
collects and analyses usage data which is also used by invisible reCaptcha to distinguish
between regular users and bots. For this purpose your input will be transmitted to Google and
further used there. In addition, the IP address and, where applicable, other data required by
Google
for the invisible reCAPTCHA service will be transmitted to Google. This data will be processed
by Google within the European Union and, where necessary, also in the USA. For data
processing in the USA, in accordance with the US-EU Data Protection Agreement, Google has
become subject to the "Privacy Shield" and is therefore obliged to observe European data
protection laws. The processing is carried out on the basis of Article 6(1)(f) GDPR due to our
legitimate interest in protecting our website against automated spying, misuse and SPAM. On
grounds relating to your particular situation, you have the right to object at any time to
this processing of personal data concerning you and carried out in accordance with
Article 6(1)(f) GDPR.
You can find more detailed information on Google reCAPTCHA and the associated data
privacy policy at: https://www.google.com/recaptcha/intro/android.html and https://www.google.com/privacy.
5.5 Use of GoogleMaps
Our website uses the function for embedding Google Maps by Google LLC (1600 Amphitheatre
Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA; "Google"). If you are ordinarily resident in the
European Economic Area or Switzerland, Google Ireland Limited (Gordon House, Barrow
Street, Dublin 4, Ireland) is the controller responsible for your data. Google Ireland Limited is
therefore the company affiliated with Google responsible for
processing your data and for compliance with the applicable data protection legislation. This
feature visually represents geographical information and interactive maps. Google also
collects, processes, and uses data on visitors to the website when they call up pages with
embedded Google maps.
Your data may also be transmitted to the USA. In accordance with the US-EU Data Protection
Agreement, Google has become subject to the "Privacy Shield" and is therefore obliged to
observe European data protection laws. The data processing, particularly the placing of
cookies, is carried out on the basis of Article 6(1)(f) GDPR due to our legitimate interest in the
needs-based and targeted design of the website. On grounds relating to your particular
situation, you have the right to object at any time to this processing of personal data
concerning you and carried out in accordance with Article 6(1)(f) GDPR.
Further information on the data collected and used by Google, your rights and privacy can be
found in Google’s privacy policy at
https://www.google.com/privacypolicy.html. You also have the option of changing your settings in the
data protection centre, allowing you to administer and protect the data processed by Google.
5.6 Using Vimeo
Our website uses plug-ins from Vimeo Inc. (555 West 18th Street New York, New York 10011,
USA; "Vimeo") to integrate videos into the "Vimeo" portal.
If you access pages on our website that contain this kind of plug-in, this will generate a
connection to the Vimeo server and indicate the plug-in on the site by means of a message in
your browser. Information such as your IP address and which websites you have visited will be
transmitted to the Vimeo server.
If you are logged into Vimeo, Vimeo will assign this information to your personal user account.
When using the plug-in functions (e.g. starting a video by pressing the appropriate button), this
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information will also be assigned to your Vimeo account. Your data may be transmitted to the
USA. In accordance with the US-EU Data Protection Agreement, Vimeo has become subject to
the "Privacy Shield" and is therefore obliged to observe European data protection laws.
The data processing is carried out on the basis of Article 6(1)(f) GDPR due to our legitimate
interest in the needs-based and targeted design of the website and the legitimate interest of
Vimeo in market analysis and improving its services appropriately and in a targeted manner.
On grounds relating to your particular situation, you have the right to object at any time
to this processing of personal data concerning you and carried out in accordance with
Article 6(1)(f) GDPR.
If you would not like Vimeo to directly assign the information collected to your Vimeo account,
you must log out of Vimeo before you visit our site.
Further information on the purpose and scope of enquiry and continued use and processing of
the data by Vimeo and your associated rights and options for protecting your privacy can be
found in the Vimeo data privacy policy: https://vimeo.com/privacy
Last update: 18. November 2019
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